BLACK SWAN
Offshore, Mass Rescue Operation
Full-Scale Exercise
PATHFINDERS TASK FORCE® AFTER ACTION REPORT

Black Swan is a series of the United States Coast Guard’s Mass Rescue Operation (MROs) exercises
designed to prepare for a catastrophic incident at sea. Over 2 years of planning involved 168 design team
and trusted agents, 18 distinct venues geographically spanning Florida to the Grand Bahamas Islands,
1,195 participants and observers from many countries ultimately evolving into the most complex in design
and execution, Offshore MRO exercises in the history of the International Maritime Community and the
United States Coast Guard.
On April 1-5, 2013, a Type III, Pathfinders Task Force (PTF) team was tasked to assist the U.S. Coast
Guard Command. The PTF team used the Virtual Badge™ patented Pathfinders Rapid Assessment System
(PRAS). PRAS provided full situational awareness throughout the exercise by capturing key events, tracked
the information through GPS mapping on smartphones, and summarized the results in real-time, using a
web-based reporting engine. PTF also helped to rapid train Bahamians in various phases of operations and
field observations using PRAS.
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This AAR is only a snapshot of the overall Black Swan exercise. In late June, a thorough After Action
Report from the US Coast Guard will cover far more in depth the details of Black Swan.

Sample view from the PRAS Control Center during the Abandon Ship phase. Field Observer forms
with pictures were geocoded & time/date stamped on an interactive map.
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Executive Summary
The multi-faceted, complex, Black Swan Exercise was centered on a simulated ship in distress, The
Monarch of the Seas. A 2 person, Type V, Pathfinder Task Force (PTF) Liaison Team participated in
planning meetings with the US Coast Guard (USCG) and visited the Bahamas multiple times in preparation
for the exercise, with very productive meetings with the Bahamian Command in both Nassau and
Freeport. An 8-person, Type IV, PTF Advanced Team then arrived in Freeport, Bahamas on March 31st,
with the assistance of the Bahamas Celebration. That team established various exercise facilities and
locations. Illustrating some of the complexity of operations, 2 more Pathfinders were tasked to Port
Canaveral to travel on the ship in distress, and they assisted in registering 125 actors embarking on the
Monarch. Based on briefings with the Celebration Captain, yet another Pathfinder was tasked to monitor
Search and Rescue operations on the bridge of that cruise ship while it was back in West Palm Beach.
Adjusting to further evolving expectations from Exercise Coordinators, 2 Bahamians were rapidly trained
on the Pathfinder Rapid Assessment System (PRAS) to assist with field operations. For the week long
exercise period, a 13 person, Type III, PTF Management Team (PMT) then was operational.
At 2030 on 04/01/13, the initial distress signal was dispatched from the Monarch. The Bahamian
Government, the USCG, and too many other agency participants to list, began coordinating their response
to this full-scale exercise. Following initial SAR operational components, the “Abandon Ship” order was
given at approximately 0900 on 04/02/13 on the Monarch, and 125 USCG Auxiliary Volunteers and the 2
Pathfinders were lowered on lifeboats and a life raft from the Monarch. First Responders from the
Bahamas Air Sea Rescue, Royal Bahamian Defense and Police Forces, and the Coast Guard then escorted
the lifeboats to the Grand Bahamas Yacht Club. Once the lifeboats arrived, passengers were offloaded,
evaluated, and processed by a host of land based first responders. Actors were immediately triaged and
sorted based on simulated information contained on their “actor cards.” Simultaneously, the Balearia, a
fast ferry out of Fort Lauderdale, rescued another lifeboat filled with actors – and 1 more Pathfinder – off
of Freeport Harbour. Numerous other response systems were stress tested during the exercise such as a
medical surge, multi-national Customs’ procedures, family reunification processes, Air Med Evac systems,
mass sheltering – all at a full scale, exercise levels.
PRAS allowed for the real time transmission of a total of more than 2,150 time/date stamped and
geocoded forms with pictures from responders in the field directly to the Incident Command Post (ICP),
where information was processed, approved, displayed, and made accessible to others. This real time
transmission of data ensured the members of the Command staff present at the ICP were watching a map
that was being auto-populated with important events and updates. A Bahamian EOC, other agencies, and
stakeholders were then able to view Black Swan Exercise data in near real time via a secure, web-portal
created by PTF. This web-portal allowed responders, response agencies, and cruise industry
representatives from around the world to quickly assess current and historic operations during the
exercise via interactive maps - at any time, from anywhere. As part of the exercise, Virtual Badge™ core
software also provided the central basis for backend analysis.
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During the exercise, PTF produced a total of 14 Executive Summaries in the ICP, containing actionable
information in the form of situation updates. These reports contained pictures and information relating to
current operations, allowing Command to make decisions based on more than 2,150 Field Observations
recorded on PRAS. PTF documented assessments during the height of the exercise included forms
submitted from USCG edited PRAS forms labeled as 1252 Field Observer, 334 Resource, 107 Safety, 11
Medical, 89 Triage, 156 DIMS (Dead, Injured, Missing, Survivors), 40 Safe & Well messages, 113 phone
user sign-ins, and 51 business contact forms.
PTF had become involved five months earlier, with the USCG’s National Exercise Director’s guidance. The
PTF Liaison Team’s involvement with planning meetings was essential to the success of the team’s support
to Black Swan. From its first meeting at the Bahamas National Emergency Management Agency (NEMA)
headquarters in Nassau, to meetings in Sector Miami, the Dade County EOC, and USCG Air Station Opa
Locka with USCG Exercise Directors and Planners, to Freeport briefings with USCG personnel, PTF adjusted
and expanded its roles. Very productive meetings in Freeport with Grand Bahamas’ Deputy Incident
Commander and its Logistics and Operations Section Chiefs helped initiate the first drafts of a Bahamian
Command and General Staff Org Chart (both an ICS 203 and 207), along with a draft Sit Rep listing 419
local Bahamian response resources on an ICS 209.
Having two federal, senior military officers—1 active duty physician and 1 retired (now a professor at the
Air Force Academy)—and a federal law enforcement analyst as Pathfinder team members also allowed
further evaluations and access for the PTF side of operations. As only one example, the active duty
physician USAF Colonel allowed PTF to perform 56 documented triage evaluations (respirations, pulse,
mental status), plus each tag status, 2 pictures of each victim (a head shot with a close up of the injury)—
all in just 42 minutes (as time/date stamped and geocoded on the PRAS Command system). He also
documented more detailed medical evaluations while in the Florida Advanced Surgical and Transport
Team’s (FAST) Freeport, temporary, advanced life support set up. Because of this close synergy, PTF also
was allowed to accompany the Med Evac flight, transporting live, moulaged actors, and moulaged
mannequins, from Freeport to USCG Air Station Opa Locka, FL, via a USCG C-130. The takeoff, landing, and
pass through trauma response for the survivors of Black Swan all was documented by the minute on
Virtual Badge™ PRAS, with field based reports tied to geocoded photos as a result of this close interagency
cooperation between public, private, military, and civilian agencies.
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Participants
The exercise participants included many branches of the Bahamian Government, NEMA, and the USCG.
Pathfinders Task Force®, in conjunction with the Eagles’ Wings Foundation, along with members of the
cruise line industry, and numerous other federal, state, local response agencies, and private sector
companies were involved. With 1,195+ participants, too many agencies to acknowledge helped make
Black Swan the success it evolved into. Direct support to PTF from NEMA, The Bahamas
Telecommunications Company (BTC), numerous Grand Bahamas local government agencies, The Bahamas
Celebration, the Grand Bahamas Port Authority, the Freeport Harbour Company, The Grand Bahamas
Yacht Club, Rand Memorial Hospital, the FAST team, the U.S. State Department, the U.S. Air Force, and the
USCG were especially commendable.
The PTF, Type III team composition proved invaluable; A retired Colonel with decades of operational
analysis experience (and currently leading a collaborative research project between PTF and the U.S. Air Force
Academy), combined with an active duty Air Force Colonel on special leave (an emergency physician with
extensive Rapid Patient Transport experience), both provided key assistance. A cyber security lead from the FBI
on special leave, an EM Master’s Degree graduate, a Type III, USCG qualified IC, credentialed Task Force, Strike
Team, and Technical Specialist Unit leaders filled other roles. Continuing the PTF model of rapid training locals to
assist in response activities, Bahamian participants on the team came from a Civil Engineer and from Tech
Specialists from BTC and the Grand Bahamas Port Authority. The challenges of simultaneous operations across
international boundaries with full scale activities unfolding in West Palm Beach, Ft. Lauderdale, Miami, Port
Canaveral, and Freeport stress tested Pathfinders in expansive operations never before attempted by the 14 year
old, Pathfinders Task Force®. Following is 1 screen shot of badge tracking by the ICP with 1 PRAS form displayed.
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Pathfinders’ Lessons Learned
Throughout Black Swan, Pathfinders made many breakthroughs as well as encountered many challenges.
Given the area of responsibility spread across two different countries and using two independent cell
networks, plus a huge number of participants, being flexible and adaptable was essential. Because
Pathfinders had never worked a full scale exercise with a cruise ship in a Mass Rescue Operation before,
adjusting and customizing required a full team effort, and coupled with various simultaneous demands
from a wide array of political, multi-national, multi-cell network, and command issues, the challenges
were daunting. From the first heavy day of operations, Pathfinders provided what was the primary source
of real time, situational awareness for the entire operation. In a summary briefing of the Unified
Command team of the public/private, multi-agency, Incident Commanders, the Pathfinders Task Force®
and its technical support team with its unique mobile software package were labeled one of the top three,
Best Practices.

Virtual Badge™ was used to register all of the actors coming on to the Monarch in Port Canaveral.
Teams were formed, and when the actors abandoned ship in Freeport, an accountability system was
transferred to PRAS users at the Landing Site. Actor movement was tracked via Virtual Badge™.
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A. Major Strengths
1.

The Pathfinders Task Force was successfully embedded within the Bahamian/USCG/Cruise Industry
Incident Command Post plus in the Bahamian EOC and provided 13 real time, situation summary
reports to more than 40 remote locations.

2.

The PRAS application with its upgraded, Smart Phone software, performed exceptionally well with a
99% geocode rate – noting two, 300-400 meter “miscodes” in US waters out of 2,500+ forms.

3.

Relying upon PRAS, Command personnel in multiple locations were able to track all operations in
real time. At a number of stages of the complex field operations, Exercise Controllers and Evaluators
also were able to rely upon PTF personnel for spot checks of progress of the overall exercise via field
reports & photos.

4.

Bahamas Telephone Company (BTC) providing data only, SIM cards for PTF’s cache of 75 Military
Spec., PRAS units allowed for a seamless transition to the GSM cell network present in the Bahamas.

5.

www.blackswan.pathfinderstaskforce.com was used for stakeholders to log in and view real-time
situation updates. Forms and pictures submitted via PRAS were loaded to the secure web-portal in
real time to be viewed from anywhere in the world.

6.

PRAS worked for the first time simultaneously across three different cell networks in two different
countries with Field Observers in multiple locations submitting data and photos without
performance hitches.

7.

Rapid training of local personnel on PRAS was once again validated as a Best Practice for PTF, with
Bahamian PTF personnel, especially in the Bahamian EOC, excelling in presenting field observations
to the Bahamian Command.

8.

The response protocols of Type V, IV, and III Pathfinder Teams all were validated.

9.

Pre-exercise planning meetings soliciting PTF input were extremely successful in integrating a
seamless flow of Situational Awareness data during Black Swan.

10.

Early arrival before the exercise allowed PTF to establish a base of operations at the Incident
Command Post, a Base Camp location, a remote field location, and pre-locate all critical facilities
using the PRAS system itself.
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11.

The customized assessment forms used by various teams were changed quickly as needed in midoperation and captured field data quickly and efficiently.

12.

New features in PRAS reduced report generation time by 75%, allowing for field assessment
information to be included in 14 reports (while it was still actionable).

13.

PTF’s large television monitors and 6-screen display monitors, along with a heavy tech package as
part of the PTF Mission Ready Package (MRP or alternatively, Unit Type Code – UCT) provided instant
access to field Intel to the ICP.

14.

The Bahamian EOC, the Coast Guard’s Sector Miami’s Communications Center, as well as a Landing
Site area with 100’s of exercise participants, all had similar, live time views.

15.

The success of this operation proved a remote Command, in a separate country and in entirely
separate cell and Internet networks, could efficiently maintain total Situational Awareness using the
PTF team and the Virtual Badge™ PRAS system.

16.

PRAS served as an independent, backup, “Comms” channel. The Pathfinder tracking systems at
Landing Site 1 and 2 were used by multiple agencies to track the progress of the exercise. Early
coordination with site Controllers could increase the usefulness of PRAS to the Controllers as a
means of maintaining overall situational awareness.

Sample PRAS forms from Rugged Android Phones: USCG Air Station Opa Locka, Port of Palm Beach,
Port Canaveral, and Freeport presented four simultaneous uses of PRAS in 2 countries on 3 separate
cell networks –all geotagged and time/date stamped in real time.

17.

A PTF “Comm Out” check worked seamlessly, proving that the system upgrades still maintained the
requirement to work without any cell towers or Internet at all.

18.

The Triage forms developed and used by the PTF physician exceeded all expectations.

19.

The check in and check out of PRAS units was quick and efficient. Adding the user’s photo with
Virtual Badge™ technology was a value added.

20.

Using Virtual Badge™ for 100+ survivors entering the Landing Site was extremely efficient. The
“team” feature with Actors’ photos was excellent in this regard.

21.

The Eagles’ Wings Foundation providing one UHF and one VHF repeaters for use by the Exercise
Control Group (50% of the exercise’s repeaters) ensured that PTF was able to communicate among
PTF members while being isolated from the exercise channels.

22.

Setting up the PTF Gatekeeper I-1935 emergency shelter in its Type III MRP ensured that PTF had
ample room for report generation as well as serving as a temporary shelter for the “walking
wounded” exercise actors. Being able to simulcast Command screen views of PRAS in the shelter on
a big monitor created a value added item.
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23.

The ability to bring a PTF 4x4 pickup truck and tow-behind trailer into Freeport on the Bahamas
Celebration ensured that PTF brought all the necessary support equipment and supplies. The Coast
Guard used all of the MRP to the maximum benefit of the exercise.

24.

Using PRAS to document incoming and staging resources provided Command with real time updates.

25.

Having an active duty, USAF physician as part of PTF was beneficial to the team due to flight
restrictions on the C-130 for civilian responders.

B. Areas of Improvement
1.

The Incident Command team did not fully integrate the analytical value of PRAS. Web users had
access to 14 PTF Executive Summaries, while the Command in the ICP essentially was unaware of
this capability. PTF staff did not begin to distribute hard copies of the reports in the ICP until the
second major day of operations.

2.

Streaming all 2,150 forms live was the first time PTF had functioned in this way. The data tsunami
overwhelmed some users. A Significant Events log (an ICS 214) now is being automated. In addition
a scrolling, but administratively limited, form submission view is being developed to address this
“data versus information” challenge.

3.

Linking PRAS to Fidelio (a primary cruise industry accountability system for passengers) via a simple
backend API would greatly enhance Fidelio’s capabilities as PRAS is loaded on simple to use cell
phones, can be multi-lingual, and works with no Internet or cell.
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4.

Mission creep brought unnecessary focus of the PTF team into the overall Comm’s operations,
creating monetary and staff diversions from PTF’s primary focus.

5.

Building more meaningful narratives into the PTF Executive Summaries did not occur on the first day
and required a shift in field personnel to adapt to this priority on D + 1.

6.

As this was the first-ever cruise ship operation for PTF, field personnel did not understand the
importance of maintaining precise accountability of the survivors.

7.

A significant number of last minute adjustments to the Actors’ list were not transmitted to the Port
Canaveral, PTF unit, and this confusion added to the failure to exactly account for all survivors the
next day during the Abandon Ship phase.

8.

PTF had setup an anticipated transfer of all triage reports and some detailed medical report forms
and photos to the remote receiving trauma facilities. With the early ICP shutdown, this effort was
only achieved through a US based FAST team member, and it is unknown if the information ever
made it to either trauma center in Miami.

9.

The Pathfinder data flow on day one did not focus on quality over quantity. This problem was
resolved by the end of the first day and the newly focused workflow provided a solid, critical event
tracking system. Pending system automation will assist in maintaining a mass of valuable incoming
data while focusing on significant events.

10.

The PTF team helped by building its own significant events summary from the MSEL, distributing it,
focusing on keeping the significant events timeline stable, and using that to coordinate agency
interactions, though some improvement are needed in an exercise.

11.

While PRAS’s smart phone roll out exceeded expectations, there were a few cell phone based, freeze
events, exposing a need for more refined software optimization.

12.

Virtual Badge™ worked excellently on the Apple I-phones but needs more system optimization to
reduce the load time on the Android phones.

13.

Maintain ICP control function until all significant activities are completed is important. Real world
issues may arise needing ICP intervention, especially in a safety situation.

14.

Except for PTF personnel and equipment, the ICP was shut down hours before aircraft movements
with actors aboard occurred and before ambulance transports and triage operations were
completed. Any issues (such as the Custom’s delay at FOO) had to be resolved by field players, while
they also were managing their own exercise activity.

15.

Inventory management of PTF technology equipment requires substantial improvement by the PTF
team. Nothing was lost but accountability was substandard.

16.

Joint planning is needed for more standardization of shore operations during a MRO. Merging the
existing, robust, Internet based system with another simplistic but functional, multi-lingual
application needs planning. Adding an affiliated, free, social mobile application for real MROs could
complete the accountability success.
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Abandon Ship Operations
The series of PRAS photos below documented various aspects of the Abandon Ship phase of Black Swan.
From the bridge of the Monarch, its lifeboats and its life raft deployments, to the water based response
units, the Balearia’s simultaneous “rescue” operations involving a remote landing site 2 at Freeport
Harbour – PRAS caught it all. Each form was time/date stamped, with thumbnails of each photo displaying
on the web based views of the PRAS Control Center – portrayed on interactive, Google map views.
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Triage Operations
Initial triage operations began at Landing Site 1 at the Grand Bahamas Yacht Club. In addition to PTF
documenting the processes, the active duty, USAF physician allowed PTF to perform 56 documented
triage evaluations (respirations, pulse, mental status), plus each tag status, 2 pictures of each victim (A
head shot with a close up of the injury) - all in just 42 minutes (as time/date stamped and geocoded on the
PRAS Command system).

A Sample PRAS triage form, exported in automatically, time/date stamped, geocoded, Excel
sortable spread sheets. These forms were designed by an active duty physician USAF Colonel
(along with a detailed medical form) to show a head shot and close up of the victim’s injury.
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Medical Surge
Following the initial triage at Landing Site 1, Bahamian emergency responders engaged in the next phase
of the exercise with the assistance of the FAST team members. Freeport’s Rand Memorial Hospital
coordinated all local medical operations spread across multiple locations. As only one of the exemplary
efforts by responders to create a valid, full scale exercise, the Royal Bahamian Police Force deployed 170
police officers to assist with on-going operations.
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Florida’s FAST Team Operations
The FAST team established its base on the tarmac of Freeport International Airport. The FAST team was
able to set up its forward advanced medical station in a western shelter in a tight 30 minute time frame.
On the abandon ship day, the team assisted with medical operations and provided guidance to local
responders. On the triage day, the FAST team performed advanced life support procedures on survivors,
followed by air transport to USCG Air Station Opa Locka, where the survivors were turned over to local
EMS authorities to transport to two waiting trauma centers.
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MRO Custom’s Processing
Black Swan also sought to stress test Custom’s processing of a mass surge of survivors who did not have
their passports (having been left on the Monarch during the abandon ship). One hundred actors were
processed ten times through 3 country’s Custom’s processes to simulate 1,000 passengers in this process.
With multiple locations engaged, a number of such Custom’s reviews unfolded in various locations during
the exercise, dependent on where the survivors landed throughout the area of operation.
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Family Reception Center Operations
The cruise line industry arranged for a large team of personnel to deploy to stress test the family reception
center and reunification process. A trained Care Team deployed from a cruise ship which had just moored
in Freeport Harbour. That large team managed operations in this regard as various rooms with responders
were established to assist with emergent planning needs of the survivors who had abandoned ship off of
the Monarch.
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Command Operations
The local Command operations were in two different sites, separated by about 5 miles. The Incident
Command Post was located at Freeport Harbour, while the Bahamian Emergency Operations Center was
established at the Senior Island Administrator’s Offices. A Unified Command comprised of six Incident
Commanders regularly was briefed by a USCG Situation Unit Lead, and then the team toured various
exercise locations. The EOC was fully staffed and operational by 0630 each morning, and all local
operations were managed by a robust Bahamian Command and General staff.
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Resources
PTF used PRAS to document a host of Resources for the exercise. Following the BP oil response where BP
Command personnel used PRAS for such accountability with a major financial savings to BP, PTF re-tested
the model with a sampling of Resources spread across the AOR. Using a pivot table to accurately track and
maintain instant accountability is a value added feature being incorporated into the backend system in the
next upgrade of PRAS.
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PTF Resources
The Pathfinders Task Force® provided all of the technical gear for multiple locations. Field Observers and
Technical Specialists deployed to multiple locations, including accompanying survivors on lifeboats and to
USCG Air Station Opa Locka. PTF rapid trained locals in using PRAS, and the 2,150 forms were the result
of such efforts. PTF provided support either as deputies or leads for the Situation Unit, the
Documentation Unit, the Resource Unit, and a Liaison Unit.
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About PTF
Pathfinder Rapid Assessment System (PRAS)
The Pathfinder Rapid Assessment System is a mobile application that is loaded onto
PTF’s cache of 75 rugged, cell phones and used by first responders to document field
operations in the 100% disconnected environment typically found post-disaster.
Historical tracks, easily customized forms, and pictures can be entered without any cell towers or
internet connectivity, and automatically are time/date stamped and geocoded.
All data in this report was uploaded to the PRAS servers in the field was used to create Executive
Summaries that concisely displayed maps, graphs, pictures, and data in a way that EOC and ICP
personnel were able to glance over an Executive Summary and attain complete situational awareness for
any ongoing field operations. Google Earth integration made remote viewing with zoom and filter views
easy to manage.

The Pathfinders Task Force (PTF)
PTF is an all-hazards disaster response team based out of West Palm Beach. PTF
specializes in mass care and situational awareness and has been tasked to several of the
most catastrophic disasters in recent history, including Katrina, Floyd, Ike, Gustav, and
Irene, the Haitian Earthquake, Deepwater Horizon (BP) Oil Spill, and the Japanese Earthquake/Tsunami.
PTF focuses on Situational Awareness and the coordination of local spontaneous volunteers to
perform rapid damage and critical infrastructure assessments following catastrophic incidents, followed
by door-to-door missions seeking out the unmet needs of the vulnerable populations of the homebound
survivors. The Pathfinders Task Force is sponsored by a public-private partnership between The Eagles
Wings Foundation, Inc. and Disaster Solutions, LLC.

PRAS is protected by four approved patents. Virtual Badge™ has four more pending patents and is based
on the PRAS approved system. All of the mobile software works on simple cell phones, even in a 100%
disconnected environment (with no cell towers, Internet, or electricity). Task three GSA approved, Typed,
Response Teams from a HUBZone certified, Woman Owned Small Business prepped in Mission Ready
Packages (MRP) or Unit Type Codes (UCT)
See http://tinyurl.com/6wvwypf - GSA Schedule 84, SIN 426, Law Enforcement and Security 4F - #GS-07F-0152Y
For more information, see: www.pathfinders.cc or call (561) 389-9667 or (202) 681-5205
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